Vinyl Window
Manufacturer

SOUTHFIELD
WINDOWS & DOORS

ABOUT US
Founded in 2005, Southfield
Windows & Doors began as a small
manufacturer and installer of high
quality, custom-made vinyl windows
and doors in Elmira, Ontario. Family
owned and operated, the business
continues to grow and expand by
providing locally made products
and services to customers all over
south-western Ontario.
We take great pride in our craftsmanship and manufacturing processes
while also offering one of the best
warranties in the industry. Our team
will provide you with the most up-todate knowledge on industry trends
and products during each

Find out more @
southfieldwindows.ca

consultation, while also ensuring that
the finished product meets our
highest standard of excellence.
Southfield Windows is dedicated to
protecting, sustaining and
enhancing the environment through
several green initiatives. Our
manufacturing team is constantly
looking for ways to reduce waste and
maximize resources, while lessening
our carbon footprint. Southfield
Windows is proud to be an Energy
Star participant, offering customers
the benefits of energy savings and
peace of mind knowing that their
windows and doors have been
stringently tested.
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EFFICIENCY
FOR CROSSCUT

Windows and doors can be a major
source of heat loss. Choosing from
a wide variety of Southfield’s Energy
Star certified models will help you
save on your energy bills compared
to conventional products. Low-Emissivity coatings and inert gases between the glass panes mean your
window will be more comfortable
and efficient.

A) Multiple chambers on frame and
sash increases strength, improves
energy efficiency, and allows for adequate water drainage.
B) Superior insulating glass units
available in double or triple pane
enhance both thermal and
acoustical properties of the
WW window. Low Emissivity coatings
and Argon gas provides increased
performance by reflecting escaping
UV rays back into the room.

a

C) Fusion welded corners ensure a
virtually inseparable bond for a stronger and more durable
window.
D) Continuous weather-stripping
seals provide a superior air and water
barrier.
E) Premium raw materials are
formulated throughout to
guarantee a distinguished finish that
will never chip, peel, crack, warp, or
fade.

b
d

c
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WARRANTY
At Southfield windows and doors we take great pride in the our craftsmanship
and manufacturing process, so why not have the best warranty in the business
to back it up.
The Southfield for life warranty covers all components including insulated
glass, frames, sash and hardware. Our unique warranty is fully transferable
with no additional charge.
Our products are designed and tested to create lasting value for your home
for many years to come. To learn more about our extensive warranty, visit us
on the web at www.southfieldwindows.ca

LIFETIME COVERAGE ON VINYL FRAME AND SASH COMPONENTS
Lifetime coverage on all hardware
Fully transferable at no extra charge
Non-prorated, fulltime coverage

LIMITED
LIFETIME WARRANTY
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CASEMENT

THE WINDOW

The 1400 series casement offers unsurpassed performance. With
outstanding structural and sound abatement qualities, the 1400
series casement can be used in many building types, climates and
environments for both new construction and remodeling projects.
The smooth and effortless crank system allows a full 90 degree
opening for increased ventilation and easy cleaning.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
SIZES

•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal efficiency and
strength
Three continuous seals on sash provide superior air and
water barrier
Multiple locking points surround the sash creating a tighter
seal, and providing extra security and comfort from air
infiltration
Frame design allows for a full 90 degree opening which
increases ventilation and make cleaning a breeze
Unobstructed views are achieved with fewer muntins (strips
which divide panes of glass)

MAX (W x H)
36 X 72
MIN (W x H)
18 x 20

THE WINDOW

AWNING

The 1400 series awning not only improves airflow but
protects your home from outdoor elements. Much like
the casement option they are operated by cranking a
handle that pushes the bottom of the sash towards the
exterior, allowing for excellent ventilation while keeping
rain water away. Perfect for kitchen sinks where added
ventilation is needed regardless of the weather outside.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
SIZES
MAX (W x H)
48 x 48
MIN (W x H)
22 x 18

•
•
•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal
efficiency and strength
Three continuous seals on sash provide superior air and water barrier
Multiple locking points surround the sash creating a tighter seal, and providing extra security
and comfort from air infiltration
Diverse design possibilities, as awnings can be
placed high or low on walls
Contoured sash creates a millwork look

SINGLE HUNG

THE WINDOW

The 700 series single hung provides long-lasting and trouble
free elegance for residential or light commercial applications.
Its design includes one operating sash which will move up and
down while the top portion is permanently fixed in place. Great
for small rooms or tight spaces as the window does not open
outward.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal
efficiency and strength
Interlocking sash with steel reinforcement ensures
longevity and creates an airtight seal
With one operating sash there are fewer
opportunities for drafts and heat to escape
Multiple weather stripping layers decrease air
infiltration dramatically
Counter balance springs allow for effortless
operation
Heavy duty cam action locking system provides
extra element of security
Please inquire with any other special requests.

SIZES
MAX (W x H)
44 x 60
MIN (W x H)
18 x 28

THE WINDOW

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal efficiency and
strength
Interlocking sashes with steel reinforcement ensures longevity
and creates an airtight seal
Counterbalance springs allow for effortless operation
Full screen on exterior blocks debris and insects when opened
Multiple weather stripping layers decrease air infiltration dramatically
Heavy duty cam action locking system provides extra element
of security

SIZES
MAX (W x H)
44 x 60
MIN (W x H)
20 x 30

DOUBLE HUNG

The 700 series double hung is engineered to satisfy the most
sophisticated styling expectations. Both lower and upper
sashes slide vertically past each other allowing more
flexibility in ventilation options. Both sashes tilt in to
permit easy cleaning from the inside and come with an easily
removable full screen.
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SINGLE SLIDER

THE WINDOW

The 700 series single slider provides a wide-open
view with a simple and beautiful design. One sash
slides horizontally and can be lifted out of the window
frame for easy cleaning. With fewer moving parts,
sliding windows have lower maintenance requirements and are extremely energy efficient.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
SIZES

MAX (W x H)
68 x 44

•
•

MIN (W x H)
24 x 16

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal
efficiency and strength
Interlocking sash with steel reinforcement ensures
longevity and creates an airtight seal
With one operating sash there are fewer
opportunities for drafts and heat to escape
Multiple weather stripping layers decrease air
infiltration dramatically
Innovative four-point roller system ensures
smooth operation for the life of the window
Heavy duty cam action locking system provides
extra element of security
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DOUBLE SLIDER

THE WINDOW

The 700 series double slider is very popular among
homeowners due to its simplicity and its easy adaptability to many home window applications. Both
sashes slide horizontally and tilt in for easy cleaning
from the inside and come with a full screen that is
easily removable.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SIZES

MAX (W x H)
68 x 46
MIN (W x H)
26 x 16

•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal
efficiency and strength

•

Interlocking sashes with steel reinforcement ensures longevity and creates an airtight seal

•

Full screen on exterior blocks debris and insects
when opened

•

Multiple weather stripping layers decrease air
infiltration dramatically

•

Heavy duty cam action locking system provides
extra element of security

3 -LITE SLIDER

THE WINDOW

The 700 series 3-Lite slider is an exceptional
solution for those extra wide openings, without the extra cost of installing two separate
windows. Equipped with operating sashes on
each end and a fixed center pane, this design
allows for maximum ventilation without compromising your view.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-chambered profile for superior thermal efficiency and strength
Interlocking sashes with steel reinforcement ensures longevity and creates an
airtight seal
Multiple weather stripping layers decrease
air infiltration dramatically
Innovative four-point roller system ensures smooth operation for the life of the
window
Heavy duty cam action locking system
provides extra element of security

SIZES

MAX (W x H)
120 x 48
MIN (W x H)
48 x 16

THE WINDOW

The 4500 series e-gress is an innovated turn design window,
perfect for basement openings. With a simple turn of the handle, the entire sash swings inward just like a hinged door. This
functional window design is easy to clean, durable, and energy
efficient.

E-GRESS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•

Sophisticated multi-chambered design accommodates steel reinforcement and allow for big
window elements. This, in turn, provides greater
daylight openings and brighter interior designs.

•

Compression seals optimizing air and water performance

•

Multi-point locking hardware assures consistent
compression on the seals all around the perimeter of the sash and frame for further performance
enhancements and improved security.

SIZES

MAX (W x H)
44”x60”
MIN (W x H)
18”x20”
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THE WINDOW

BAY

A traditional favourite, bay windows consist
of three lites. Unlike other window styles, it
projects towards the outside of your home and
available in several different angle projections.
Typically combined with operating units on
each side and a larger fixed unit in the center,
bay windows create more space inside your
home while drawing more light into the room.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•

Add value and style to your home as bay windows provide high aesthetic appeal

•

Allows more natural light and gives a feeling of spaciousness to a room

•

Operating ends allow great air flow to enter from two different directions

•

Interior seat allows for storage such as plants or a spot to sit and enjoy the view

THE WINDOW

BOW

A bow window will immediately become the
focal point of any home, mainly due to its
unique design and curb appeal. Unlike other
window styles, it projects towards the outside
of your home and available in several different
angle projections. Either four or five lites are
combined with operating units on each end
and fixed units to complete the center.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
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•

Add value and style to your home as bay windows provide high aesthetic appeal

•

Allows more natural light and gives a feeling of spaciousness to a room

•

Operating ends allow great air flow to enter from two different directions

•

Interior seat allows for storage such as plants or a spot to sit and enjoy the view

OVERVIEW

ARCHITECTURAL
SHAPES

To add a unique touch to your home,
choose from a wide range of
architectural shapes. These specialty
windows are custom manufactured to your
specifications and can be combined with
any other window type. Let your
imagination go!

CIRCLE TOP

QUARTER CIRCLE

RIGHT TRIANGLE

PEAK PENTAGON

TRAPEZOID

CATHEDRAL

EQUAL-LEG ARCH

OCTAGON

FIXED / ARCHITECTURAL SHAPES

Picture windows do not open and offer one
of the most energy efficient options
available. Picture windows can be combined
with any operating window style to fit any
opening. Perfect for hard to reach places
where ventilation is not a concern.
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GRILLE OPTIONS
SIMULATED DIVIDED LITE (SDL)
•

Colonial 1 inch wide

•

Colonial 2 inch wide

•

Any Colour

WINDOW OPTIONS

INTERNAL GRILLES
•

Flat bar

•

Contour

•

Pencil Bars

•

Georgian

Available in different colors and finishes

prairie

colonial

INTERIOR FINISH OPTIONS
JAMB & CASING
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ladder

Clear poplar
Primed Poplar
Oak
Vinyl
Custom Wood Finish
MDF

GLASS OPTIONS
1) DOUBLE PANE
2) TRIPLE PANE

All Southfield Windows come with
your choice of double or triple pane
glass units. These insulated glass units
are equipped with a Low Emissivity
(Low-E) or (Low-E366) coating which is
designed to reflect heat and are
Argon filled to minimize heat transfer.

TEMPERED GLASS

Tempered glass is treated with extreme heat so it can withstand greater
force and/or pressure on it’s surface,
and will not break into sharp pieces.
This type of glass is most popular in
Patio Doors, and windows that are
installed near floor level.

TEXTURED GLASS

Southfield offers a wide range of
textured glass options to meet your
aesthetic preferences, each providing
obscuration and decoration. Three of
out most popular choices are shown
below. Please inquire as many other
options are available.
•

Pinhead

•

Rain

•

Reed

INTERNAL BLINDS

1

2

TINTED GLASS

GLASS OPTIONS

A contemporary and streamlined alternative to traditional blinds, homeowners now have a simple solution with
Blink Blinds + Glass. These internal
blinds offer ease of use, convenience,
and safety by seamlessly incorporating
traditional blinds between insulated
glass panels.

Tinted glass reduces glare and is ideal for areas that get a lot of direct sunlight.
•

Bronze

•

Grey

•

Green

•

Reflective Bronze

•

Reflective Grey

pinhead

over 20 privacy options available

rain

reed

colour tints /
silver - bronze - blue
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Your Authorized Dealer
SOUTHFIELD
WINDOWS & DOORS

